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Assessment Design settings 

The design settings determine how questions in an assessment will display to students. 

Accessing the design settings 

There are two places where you can modify the design settings: 

• The Question Set (via Author > Question Sets) - recommended 

• The Assessment (via Deliver > Tests) 

Accessing the design settings from a Question Set 

This is the recommended place for adjusting the design settings as you can then easily apply the 

same settings to the assessment in which you will use this Question Set. 

1. After logging into Inspera, navigate to Author > Question Sets 

2. Locate your Question Set from the list and click its name to open it 

 

 

3. At the bottom of the page, click the Design link to access the design settings for this Question Set 
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Accessing the design settings from an assessment 

1. Create your assessment, either via Learn.UQ (Blackboard) or via Deliver >Tests in Inspera. If using 

Blackboard, the guide titled Providing student access to Inspera via Blackboard link (LTI) provides 

guidance on the initial steps. 

2. Once you have arrived on the Assessment Setup page, set the relevant settings according to your 

assessment type. Guides are available to assist: 

a. Inspera assessment settings: invigilated on-campus exam (via Safe Exam Browser) 

b. Inspera assessment settings: off-campus exam (non-invigilated and Zoom-invigilated) 

c. Inspera assessment settings: standard (non-exam) assessment 

3. Proceed to the Design settings for the assessment: 

 

 

  

https://uq.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/aiqxguks/EXBRk6LrmuBIrXwjBVaB5QUBVVH2V9Kjqwm5DqagHqst7A?e=baFe1o
https://uq.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/aiqxguks/EVEz2UkZnrNBgyt3sMMJi-wB4auF9ztw51hnukKqmAwj1g?e=MJVePV
https://uq.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/aiqxguks/ER5Ffq-Ji1pAittky0M6Km4BGikjCrGmlJUDONscispicA?e=r42vKg
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Features of the Design settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

At-a-glance information about when the question 
set was last updated and the number of 
questions and maximum marks for the 
assessment, after any random pull settings of 
the question set are factored in. 

If there are randomisation or random pull 
settings on the Question Set, you can click 
Randomize / pull again to see another set of 
randomised/randomly pulled questions in this 
preview. 

Options here are 
described in more 
detail below. 

This table of contents preview is a 
good place to check for any file upload 
questions that will require additional 
time factored in if this is an exam. 

Expand the Preview area to see 
options for previewing the question 
set on different screen sizes as well 
as in print form.  
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Typical Design settings 

The main design settings you will modify here sit under the Options panel and are described below: 
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1. Synchronisation of design options: If you’re editing these design settings within the Assessment, 

and the design settings differ to those within the Question Set, you can click Fetch From Question 

Set to update these design settings according to the changes made in the Question Set. You will 

then see an “Up to date” message here. It is recommended that you set your design settings within 

the  

2. Numbering scheme: This can be sequential throughout the entire test (e.g., 1, 2, 3…) or can be 

based on sections (e.g., 1a, 1b, 1c… in Section 1, then 2a, 2b, 2c… in Section 2). The options are: 

a.  Test sequential: 

 

b. Section alphanumeric: 

 

c. Section numeric: 

 

3. Hide navigation bar: Hiding the navigation bar will remove the numbered navigation from the 

bottom of the page: 

 

  

4. Disable navigate back button: Disabling the navigate back button removes the back button from 

the bottom-right corner: 

 

 
 

Students can still backtrack using the numbered navigation bar unless that is also hidden. 

5. Table of contents: Displays a list of questions at the beginning of the exam. This is important so 

students can see at a glance what questions they will need to answer, and the marks associated 

with them. This setting should be ticked for all assessments. 

6. Hide question titles: If your question titles are meaningful while not revealing answers to any 

questions, it’s a good idea to keep them visible. Hide them if they are not meaningful or potentially 

reveal answers. 

7. Show sections in table of contents: If your section titles are meaningful, they can be kept visible. 

8. Enable flagging: Allows students to flag questions they may wish to return to: 

 

 

9. Allow candidates to highlight section text: Allows students to highlight text within Stimulus 

Panels: 
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10. Question maximum marks: Indicates the maximum number of marks possible for a question. 

Shown on the question itself as well as the Table of Contents page. This setting should be ticked 

for all assessments. 

11. Show interaction accessibility guide: Displays a Help button next to some interactive elements 

(Essay questions, hotspot, questions with drag elements, etc). 

 

 
 

When a student clicks the button, instructions for using the interactive elements with a keyboard will 

be displayed. 

12. Show progress indicator: Displays a progress bar in the bottom-right corner of the screen, 

indicating how far a student has progressed through an assessment: 

 

 

13. Show warning when navigating away from pages with incomplete responses: If enabled, a 

dialogue box will display whenever a student tries to navigate away from a question without 

answering it: 

 

 
 

This setting is not recommended as it could disrupt a student’s flow if they are perusing an exam. 

This setting may be of use if back navigation and the navigation bar are disabled. 

14. Highlight next button when responses are completed: This makes the next button shake to draw 

the student’s attention to it once they have provided a response to the question: 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


